
Canicalm Excel Bark Collar
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-2873-Canicalm-Excel-Bark-Collar

SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) MSRP

NUM188 Canicalm Excel Vente libre 77  100.00 € incl. tax

A new generation of anti-bark system, more ergonomic and above all more practical: all the
adjustments of this anti-bark for dogs are made outside the box.
The Canicalm Excel anti-bark system has several operating modes with different stimulation levels which
makes it easy to adapt the product to the character and sensitivity of your dog. This anti-bark is also
completely waterproof and does not fear heavy rains.

Thanks to this simple and effective anti-barking, you will find calm and serenity.

Weight: 77 g (case + battery)
Dimensions: 60 x 35 x 37 mm
Power supply: 1 lithium battery 3 Volts CR2 (supplied)
Washable strap - length 68 cm / width 18.5 mm - adjustable at the neckline from 17 to 55 cm
approximately

Reduced size (- 20% compared to the Canicalm bark collar)
Adjustments and battery change accessible from outside the box (no need to be removed)
Waterproof

The anti-bark system is triggered when it detects vibrations in your dog's vocal cords. The sensitivity of
barking detection is adjustable.

At the first bark, the anti-bark emits an audible warning. If another bark is detected within 30 seconds, an
audible warning and electrostatic stimulation will be emitted (weak, progressive or strong stimulation
depending on the operating mode you have chosen). If your dog does not bark for 30 seconds, the bark
control will automatically return to the start of its cycle. It will give an audible warning at the next bark.

Your Canicalm Excel bark control collar also has a mode that inhibits electrostatic stimulation. In this case,
only the audible warning will be emitted at each bark.

2 years warranty
Immersion-tight collar
Autonomy: about 3 months

Download User Guide

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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